Technology at Work for You
We recently added the option for our tours to be full screen, high definition. The difference
between these and the typical standard definition tour is astounding! High definition videos contain
one or two million pixels per frame, which is nearly five times that of standard definition images. HD
full screen virtual tours are transforming the typical virtual tour into something spectacular and offer
our virtual tour providers the ability for yet another up-sell on technology. We created a simple way
for most existing RTV tours to be upgraded to a HD version in about ten to fifteen minutes. We
pride ourselves in harnessing the newest technologies and using them to enhance your virtual tours.

Standard Definition Virtual Tour

Our Tours


Are High Definition



Are branded to match
your company’s logo



Include still, partial
panoramic, and full 360°
images



Contain custom
hotspots, dropdown
menus, and auto play
for easy navigation



Have detailed text
descriptions on each
scene



Support royalty free
voiceovers and music



Have ‘on demand’ and
weekly detailed site
traffic reports



Include detailed Google
mapping and satellite
features



Are Smartphone, video
enabled , and ported
directly to YOUTUBE



Are viewable using Flash
and Java based
technologies



Are SEO powered and
linked to Google



Are email enabled for
easy online sharing

“Other virtual tours lack the crisp, engaging images that RTV HD

tours possess. RTV HD tours definitely are easy enough for
beginners to create and appear so incredibly professional!”

With more consumers researching online it only makes sense to advertise on the Internet. In
today’s market, approximately 60% of your marketing dollars should be spent optimizing your
web presence. Traditional print advertising does not allow the consumer to interact or engage
with your services. However, the cost of an online virtual tour is minimal and has a shelf life of 365
days with WORLDWIDE penetration and 24 hour accessibility.
We have the staff, experience, and technological expertise to help you stay ahead and look your
best in today’s market. Our Powerful Marketing Tools and 360 Degree Interactive High
Definition Virtual Tours will put your business in front of more customers than ever before. Our
tours convey a true-to-life atmosphere on the internet. We offer a variety of virtual tour packages,
with unsurpassed quality and client satisfaction. Let us tailor an internet marketing plan for you.
Phone: 508.443.1332

www.DecoraPhotography.com

Interactive Media Is:
Cost Effective for You

More than six million
people view virtual
tours every day.

Virtual tours are minimally priced and have a longer
shelf life than traditional, expensive print advertising.
The originals are yours to keep and use for future
marketing.
Convenient for Consumers
Accessible 24 hours a day, 7 days a week worldwide.
Detailed with a Wide Perspective
Interactive media provides the perfect pairing
between close detailed photographs and a wide 360o
perspective. Both are creatively brought together to
showcase your listings in the most favorable manner.
Motivating
The Internet easily reaches the broadest audience
possible. Our virtual tours capture and engage
potential clients. It is proven that virtual tours
increase business.
Stunning
Our interactive media is polished, colorful, and
captivating.

Visit our Website to see firsthand the
power of the High Definition virtual tour
Decora Photography
Phone: 508.443.1332

www.DecoraPhotography.com

